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OPERATING SYSTEM 

OPERATOR/SYSTEM INTERFACE 
Operator key-ins and Monitor type-outs provide the means 
of communication between the operator and the system 
when operator intervention is necessary to maintain and/or 
control system operation. Monitor type-outs inform the op
erator of various error or abnormal conditions affecting 
system operation. All messages from the Monitor to the 
operator are preceded by two exclamation marks (! I). 

The common characteristics of all key-ins, whether sol i cited 
or not, are: 

1. To initiate a key-in, the operator presses the INTERRUPT 
switch on the processor (CPU) control panel or Free
standing Console. The Monitor will type 

! !KEYIN 

2. The operator always types an exclamation mark (!) as 
the first character, and terminates each key-in by a 
carriage return (i. e., the NEW LINE key). 

3. The blank (i. e., space) is used as a field delimiter, and 
any number of blanks may be used to separate fields. 

4. Each BACKSPACE means "delete the previously typed 
character II (but only for consoles equipped with a 
BACKSPACE key). 

5. To delete an entire message prior to the termination of 
the key-in, the operator presses the EOM (end of mes
sage) key. 

Some key-ins require a device name. This device name is 
of the form yyndd 

where 

yy specifies the type of device (see Table 1). 

n specifies the channel letter (see Table 2). 

dd specifies the device number (see Table 3). 

Examples: 

CRA02 means the card reader on channel A, device 
number 03. 

MTA08 means the magnetic tape on channel A, 
controller 8, device number O. 

Table 1. I/O Device Type Codes 

yy Device Type 

MT Magnetic tape 

7T 7-track magnetic tape 

9T 9-track magneti c tape 

CP Card punch 

CR Card reader 

PP Paper tape punch 

Table 1. I/o Device Type Codes (cont.) 

yy Device Type 

PR Paper tape reader 

TY Typewriter 

LP Li ne pri nter 

DC Magneti c disc 

NO No device 

Table 2. Channel Designation Codes 

Specified Channel 
Corresponding 

Letter (n) 
Decimal Digit 
of Unit Address 

A 0 

B 1 

C 2 

D 3 

E 4 

F 5 

G 6 

H 7 

Table 3. Device Designation Codes 

Hexadecimal 
Device Designation 

Code (dd) 

00 dd 7F Refers to a devi ce number (00 
through 7F). 

80 dd FF Refers to a device controller 
number (8 through F) followed by 
a device number (0 through F). 

Some key-ins require a system ID, a job sequence number 
assigned to each job by the Monitor. The system ID is out
put on the OC device, with the time and date, when the 
job begins execution. It is also output for the operator, 
with the JOB control command, when an input symbiont 
encounters one. In a nonsymbiont system, the system ID is 
o and may be omitted from key-ins. 

No special operating procedures are required for standard 
Sigma 5/7 processors. Special processors (such as the 1401 
Simul ator) may require additional operator actions. These 
are described in the processor's reference manual or in its 
associated operations manual. 
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LOADING AND SAVING THE SYSTEM 

Th is secti on discusses procedures for loadi ng the system onto 
the RAD from tape and for saving the system, including all 
files, on tape for backup against possible disc failure. 

LOADING THE SYSTEM TO DISC 

The operator mounts the current system tape on any tape 
unit. He then follows the normal bootstrap procedure with 
that unit address. The tape will be copied to the RAD or 
RADs. At the normal termination of this procedure, the 
WAIT indicator is illuminated. The operator then bootstraps 
from the RAD by following normal bootstrap procedure with 
the unit address of the RAD on which the Monitor is resi
dent. At this point, the system is in core storage and the 
Monitor is in the "wait state ll

• 

At this time, the operator may enter the current date and 
time through the appropriate unsolicited key-in (see below). 

DATE/D KEY-IN 

The DATE or D key-in may be used to inform the Monitor 
of the current date. 

The DATE key-in has the form 

{
!DATE} ! D month, day, year 

where 

month specifies the current month (1 ::s month :oS 12) 

day specifies the current day of the month 
(1 :oS day :oS 31) 

year specifies the two least significant digits of 
the current year (00 ::s year :oS 99) 

TIME/T KEY-IN 

The TIME or T key-in may be used to set the system clock 
to the current time of day. 

The TIME key-in has the form 

{
! TIME}h . IT our, mInute 

where 

hour specifies the current hour (0 ::s hour :oS 23) 

minute specifies the current minute (O:oS minute:oS 59) 

SAVING THE SYSTEM ON TAPE 

Before the system may be dumped, it must be in the IIwait 
state" and all symbionts must be terminated. The operator 
mounts a tape and loads the disc dump program from the 
card reader by following normal bootstrap procedure. The 
program requests tape unit and disc addresses and si zes, 
then writes. The tape rewinds if the dump terminated 
normally. 

If normal termination is not encountered while dumping, the 
operator may again bootstrap the disc dump and repeat the 
above process. 

SYSTEM INITIATION AND TERMINATION 

DISPATCHING 

A dispatcher should ensure that each JOB control command 
has a correct account number and priority for that job. The 
dispatcher should also ensure that no ! FIN control commands 
are in the job deck (they cause a Monitor "wait state"). 

For a nonsymbiont system, the operator will place the job or 
jobs (job stream) in the C de vi ce (normally a card reader). 

For a symbiont system, the operator wi II pi ace the job 
stream in one or more symbiont input devices, ensuring that 
no job is split between input symbiont devices. 

INITIATION 

START/S KEY-IN 

A nonsymbiont system is initiated by the unsolicited START 
or S key-in. 

The START key-in has the form 

{!~TART} 

The system exits from the "wait state ll
, outputs the message 

***EXIT WAIT STATE*** 

on the OC devi ce, and reads the fi rst record from the C devi ceo 

A symbiont system is initi ated by initiating one or more 
symbiont input devices. To initiate a symbiont device, a 
key-i n of the form 

! Syyndd,I 

is used. This is a symbiont key-in. 11111 means initialize. 

The input symbiont begins reading records from the symbiont 
input device specified. The Monitor exits from the "wait 
state" upon encountering a JOB control command. 

TERMINATION 

A nonsymbiont system terminates upon encountering a FIN 
control command on the C devi ceo The Monitor outputs 
the message 

***ENTER WAIT STATE*** 

on the OC device and goes into the "wait state". 

A symbiont system is terminated as follows: Each input 
symbiont device is terminated upon encountering a FIN 
control command. The Monitor continues to run until all 
jobs previously read by the input symbionts have been 
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processed. It then enters the "wait state" after typing the 
message 

***ENTER WAIT STATE*** 

Active output symbionts, if any, continue their operations 
unti I outputs from all jobs are com pi ete. The Mon itor types 
a message of the form 

! ! Syyndd TERMINATED 

for each symbiont as it terminates. At this point, all system 
operations are idle and the Monitor will type 

SYSTEM QUIESCENT 

SYSTEM CONTROL 

The operator may alter the system and its job stream or he 
may request information about the current status of the sys
tem, through the use of unsolicited key-ins. 

REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM THE MONITOR 

DISPLAY KEY-IN 

The DISPLAY key-in may be used to request display (on the 
OC device) of specified information regarding system 
operation. 

The DISPLAY key-i n has the form 

! DISPLAY {option} 

where the opti on may be any of the following: 

DISC causes the Monitor to list the current amount 
of disc storage space available for user files. In 
the case of a symbiont system, the amount of disc 
storage space available for symbiont files is also 
listed. The I isting is of the form 

user = no. of granu I es [symbiont = no. of granu I esJ 

TAPES causes the Monitor to list the device name 
and status of each of the tape units currentl y avai 1-
able to the system. The listing is of the form 

EMPTY 

yyndd SCRATCH] 

USER 

SYSTEM 

{
IN USE } 

reel no. AVAILABLE 

for each tape drive in the system. 

system id causes the Monitor to I ist the devi ce and 
priority for each symbiont I/o file of the specified 
job. This option is meaningful only for symbiont 
systems. The listing produced is of the form 

Syyndd, pri ori ty 

JOB causes the Monitor to list the system ID of the 
currently active background job. The listing is of 
the form 

ID = system id 

If no option is specified, the Monitor lists the system ID, 
device, and priority of all symbiont I/o fi les in the system. 
The I isting is of the form 

Syyndd,system id, priority 

CONTROL OF SY MBIONTS 

SYMBIONT KEY-IN 

Any explicit control of symbionts is done by the operator 
via the symbiont key-in. 

The key-in has the form 

! Syyndd,m 

where 

m specifies the action tobe taken (I, S, C, R, X,orL). 

The possible actions and their uses are: 

initiate symbiont activity for the specified 
device. 

S suspend symbiont activity for the specified 
device. 

C continue suspended symbiont activity for 
the specified device. 

R recover a suspended printer symbiont. The 
symbiont will reprint the last 66 records of 
output to ensure clean pagination. For a 
nonpri nter symbi ont, R has the same effect 
as C. 

X release the current job fi Ie and begin pro
cessing the next job file. In the case of a 
card-reader symbiont, cards are skipped 
unti I the next JOB card is encountered. 

L lock-out the symbiont from future activity 
after this file. This feature is designed for 
output files (i. e., to release a printer to 
the Customer Engineers). After completing 
the current fi I e, the symbiont terminates. 
On input files the symbiont continues pro
cessing until the next JOB control command 
is encountered before terminating, and the 
JOB control command is lost. 

When a symbiont is suspended, the Monitor 
outputs the message 

! !Syyndd SUSPENDED 

on the OC device. 

If the symbiont suspended itself due to a 
disc error, the Monitor outputs the message 

disc address DISC BLK BAD 

or 

disc address CORE BLK BAD 

on the OC device. 
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If the message says IICORE" the system is recoverable, al
though some information in the symbiont file being pro
cessed wi II be lost. If the message says liD ISC" the enti re 
symbiont fi Ie has been lost and its disc space wi II never be 
returned to the system. In either case, Customer Engineer 
attention to the disc is indicated. 

Upon encountering an M:DEVICE(FORM) procedure call, 
after outputti ng the message on the OC devi ce, an output 
symbiont will also suspend itself. The' operator should per
form the instructions contained in the message and then 
continue the symbiont (via an ! Syyndd, C key-in). 

Initiating an already active symbiont results in the message 

!! Sname ACTIVE 

on the OC device. 

Suspending an inactive symbiont results in the message 

! !Sname NOT ACTIVE 

Attempting to continue or recover a 'symbiont which has not 
been suspended will result in the message 

! ! Sname NOT SUSPENDED 

Attempting to initiate a symbiont may result in the message 

disc address SYMB BLK BAD 

This message means that a read error was encountered on 
the disc, and symbiont initiation did not take place. 

CONTROL OF SYMBIONT 1/0 FILES 

Once input files have been introduced to the system by the 
input symbionts, or output files by jobs, it may be desirable 
to delete a file or change its priority. 

DELETE KEY-IN 

The DELETE key-in is used to delete symbiont fi les from 
the system. It has the form 

! DELETE system id Gyyndd] 

where 

yyndd specifies the name of the symbiont I/O de-
vice by which, or for which, the file was created. 

In the case of multiple symbionts for the same type of de
vice, it may be necessary to use the DISPLAY key-in to 
determine this device name. If yyndd is omitted, all fi les 
associated with the system id (i. e., the job) are deleted. 

PRIORITY KEY-IN 

The PRIORITY key-in is used to alter an I/O files's priority. 
It has the form 

! PRIORITY system id,yyndd,priority 

where 

priority specifies the new priority to be associated 
with the I/O file specified. 

4 Job Control 

The DISPLAY key-in may be used to determine the yyndd 
for all files associated with the job. A priority of 0 implies 
that the file is to be deferred until assigned a higher prior
ity; it will not be activated even if there is no other I/O 
outstanding. 

OTHER SYSTEM CONTROL KEY -INS 

SYST KEY-IN 

At System Generation time, standard system assignments for 
Monitor operational labels are establ ished. As a rule, the 
user should have no control over these standard assignments 
(he may use STDLB control commands to alter assignments 
for the duration of his job) but the installation may wish to 
al ter any of them without regenerating the system. The 
SYST key-in is used for this purpose. It has the form 

! SYST I abel,name 

where 

label specifies the Monitor operational label which 
is to be altered. 

name specifies the physical device (yyndd) or 
another Monitor operational label to which the 
above operational label is to be assigned. 

WRITELOG KEY-IN 

An accounting summary for each job is written into a Mon
itor file. The WRITELOG key-in may be used to request 
the Monitor to output this fi Ie to the accounting log (AL) 
device. The WRITELOG key-in has the form 

!WRITELOG 

The accounting file will be output at the end of the next 
job and all records will be deleted from the file. 

JOB CONTROL 

The operator has limited control over the execution of a job. 
This control is described below. For all key-ins referencing 
the system ID, the specified system ID is compared with that 
of the job currently runni ng and 

! !KEYERR 

is typed if they do not compare. For nonsymbiont systems, 
the system ID is always omitted from control key-ins. 

ERROR AND ABORT KEY-INS 

ERROR KEY-IN 

If the operator wishes to terminate a job step (i.e., a load, 
assembly, user execution, etc.) for any reason, he may use 
the ERROR or E key-in. The ERROR key-in forces an error 
return to the Monitor. The job step is terminated immedi
ately. The message 

! !JOB ERRORED BY OPERATOR 



is output on the OC device. If the Monitor has been paused 
(see "Pausing a Job", below), it is taken out of that state. 
The job continues at the next control command. 

The ERROR key-in has the form 

{
!ERROR} 'd 
!E system I 

ABORT/X KEY-IN 

If the operator wishes to terminate a job, he may use the 
ABORT or X key-in. It functions in the same way as the 
ERROR key-in, except that the Monitor skips to the next 
job. The ABORT key-in has the form 

{
!ABORT} 'd !X system I 

The Monitor wi II acknowledge the request by outputting 
the message 

! !JOB ABORTED BY OPERATOR 

Note: The ERROR and ABORT key-ins will not have effect 
until any outstanding I/o requests have been satis
fied. (This may require a key-in to satisfy any de
vice error or interlock, or it may require making a 
device ready. See "Device Control ".) 

PAUSING A JOB 

WAIT/W KEY-IN 

If the operator wishes to halt a job with the intent of imme
diately continuing it, erroring it, or aborting it, he may use 
the WAIT or W key-in. The WAIT key-in has the form 

{!WAIT} 'd !W system I 

START/S KEY-IN 

To conti nue a job that has been ha I ted by a WAIT or W key
in, the operator may use the START or S key-in. The START 
key- i n has the form 

{
!START} 'd !S system I 

The ERROR and ABORT key-ins will cancel the wait and 
cause the Monitor to take the appropriate action. 

SETTING SENSE SWITCHES 

SWITCH KEY-IN 

The Monitor maintains 6 pseudo sense switches which may 
be set or reset via the SWITCH key-in. The SWITCH key-in 
has the form 

!SWITCH system id,[(SET,value, ..• )][(RESET,value, ..• )] 

where 

SET,value specifies which pseudo sense switches are 
to be set. The "value" may be from 1 to 6, and 
more than one "value" may be specified. If "ALL" 
is specified, all pseudo sense switches will be set. 

RESET,value specifies which pseudo sense switches 
are to be reset. The "val ue II may be from 1 to 6, 
and more than one "value" may be specified. If 
"ALL" is specified, all pseudo sense switches will 
be reset. 

TAPE HANDLING 

A major part of the operator's task normally will be tape 
handl i ng. The operator wi II be called upon to mount or dis
mount tapes requested by the user. He also will be asked to 
mount tapes and return tapes to a scratch pool. The Moni
tor keeps a table of tape units and the reel number of the 
tapes currentl y mounted on those units. Therefore, operator
Monitor communication is concerned with requests for the 
operator to take a specified action on a particular unit and 
with a particular reel number, or the operator informing the 
Monitor of some action he has taken on a particular unit 
with a particular reel number. The latter usually occurs 
when there is an empty tape drive and the operator wishes 
to premount a tape for an upcoming job or make a scratch 
tape available to the Monitor. 

LABELED AND UNLABELED TAPES 

The Monitor handles two types of tapes - labeled and un
labeled. Labeled tapes have the reel number of the tape 
written in a special record so that the Monitor can read the 
label and learn or verify the reel number. The label also 
contains the account number of the job that created the 
tape. Unlabeled tapes have no informal'iu,. 0'" them for 
Monitor use. 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME RECOGNITION 

Some tape devices have an ATTENTION button on them. 
Pressing the RESET, ATTE NTION and START buttons in that 
order i ni tiates the Monitor's Automati c Volume Recognition 
(AVR) routine. This routine checks the label of the tape, 
if it has one, and enters the information into its label table. 
If the tape is not labeled but was requested by the Monitor, 
the AVR procedure informs the Monitor that a tape, presum
ably the requested one, has been mounted. 

The message 

! !AVRERR 

indicates that the tape was not labeled properly. If the 
tape was mounted in response to a Monitor request, the 
job should probably be aborted even though the correct 
reel was mounted, since the user expected the tape to be 
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labeled and it was not. If the tape was unsolicited, the 
operator should inform the Monitor of its proper identifica
tion through the MOUNT key-in (see below). 

MONITOR REQUESTED TAPE HANDLING 

MOUNT KEY-IN 

The user's job may request the Monitor to perform an I/O 
operation on a particular tape reel. If that reel is not 
available to the Monitor, it types 

! !MOUNT ndd,reel number 

The operator is to mount the specified tape on the specified 
unit. If the tape unit has the ATTENTION button, the op
erator may in iti ate the A VR procedu re. In any case, he 
may use the unsol icited MOUNT key-in. The MOUNT 
key- i n has the form 

!MOUNT ndd[,reel number] 

If the reel is specified, the Monitor makes the appropriate 
entry in its table. If not, the Monitor will initiate the AVR 
procedure. The reel number must be specified for all un
labeled tapes. 

SCRATCH KEY-IN 

The user may request the Monitor to perform an I/O opera
tion on a tape without specifying a reel number. If the 
Monitor has no scratch tape available, it types 

! !SCRATCH ndd 

The operator takes a tape from the scratch pool and pi aces 
it on the specified unit. He informs the Monitor that he has 
done so through the unsol icited SCRATCH key-in. This key
in has the form 

!SCRATCH ndd,reel number 

When the user's job has indicated that it is finished with a 
tape and wishes to have it saved, the Monitor will type 

! !DISMOUNT AND SAVE reel number,system id 

The operator is to remove the tape. The tape belongs to 
the user whose system ID is specified. 

OPERATOR-INITIATED TAPE HANDLING 

At any time, the operator may use the DISPLAY key-in to 
learn the status of each tape drive. 

When one or more tape drives are empty, the operator may 
wish to premount some tapes for the next job. He may do 
this by mounting the tape on an empty unit and either initi
ating the AVR procedure or using the MOUNT key-in. The 
AVR procedure may be used only if the tape is labeled. If 

6 Foreground Task Control 

the operator wishes to add a scratch tape to the system, he 
may mount the tape on an empty unit and use the SCRATCH 
key-in to inform the Monitor. 

REQUEST ndd KEY-IN 

The operator may request the Monitor to let him dismount 
a tape from a particular unit. He does this through the 
REQUEST key-in. The REQUEST key-in has the form 

! REQUEST ndd 

The Monitor wi II respond with 

! !ndd 

followed by nothing if the tape unit is empty, or followed 
by 

DISMOUNT SCRATCH reel number 

if a scratch tape is on the unit and may be removed and re
turned to the scratch pool, or followed by 

DISMOUNT AND SAVE reel number 

if the tape belongs to someone. 

If the unit is in use, the Monitor will type 

LATER 

REQUEST 7T/9T/MT KEY-IN 

If the operator wishes the Monitor to tell him on which unit 
he may mount a tape, he may use the following form of the 
REQUEST key-in: 

! REQUESrfHr } 
where 

7T requests a 7-track unit. 

9T requests a 9-track unit. 

MT requests any available unit. 

The form of the responses are the same as to the REQUEST 
key-in discussed previously. 

FOREGROUND TASK CONTROL 

F KEY-IN 

Foreground tasks are controlled by the operator through use 
of the F key-in. The F key-in has the form 

! F name,m 

where 

name specifies the load module name of the perti-
nent real-time program. 

m specifies the action to be taken (I, X, S, L, C). 



The possibl e actions are: 

initiate the specified task, if inactive. 

X abort the specified task, if active. 

S suspend the specified task, until reinitiated 
by a C foreground key-in. This causes the 
foreground task's interrupt to be disarmed 
immediately. 

L lock the specified task until reinitiated by 
a C foreground key-in. This will cause the 
foreground task's interrupt to be disarmed when 
the task terminates itsel f. 

C continue the specified task. This key-in can-
ce I s the effect of a suspend (S) or lock (L) 
key-in by arming the interrupt. 

DEVICE CONTROL 

If the Monitor encounters an abnormal condition during an 
I/o operation, a message to the operator is output on the 
OC devi ceo Such a message is of the form 

! ! yyndd message 

where 

a is the action that is to be taken (C, E, or R). 

The actions which may be taken are: 

C continue lias isll. 

E set the appropri ate error fl ag in the DC B 
associated with the I/O operation and 
continue. 

R repeat the I/O operation. 

All operator actions suggested below are recommended 
procedures and may be altered by the installation as 
desired. 

CARD READER 

If the card reader fails to read properly, if a val idity error 
occurs, or in some cases if a feed check occurs, the Moni
tor outputs the message 

! !CRndd ERROR 

If there is a feed check (indicated by the interlock light), 
the operator should clear the card reader, replace the re
jected card, and respond with the I/O key-in. 

!CRndd,R 

If there is no feed check, the operator should respond with 
the I/O key-in 

!CRndd,E 

since, typically, this is the result of a bad deck setup 
(e. g., nonstandard binary card not preceded by a ! BIN 
card) • 

If a power failure occurs, or in some cases, if there is a feed 
check, the Monitor outputs the message 

! !CRndd INTLK 

In the event of a power fai I ure, the operator presses the 
RESET button on the card reader and responds to the Moni
tor with the I/O key-in 

!CRndd,R 

In the event of a feed check, the operator follows the pro
cedure outl ined under card reader error. 

If the card stacker is full, the hopper is empty, or the device 
is in the manual mode, the Monitor outputs the message 

! !CRndd EMPTY 

The operator should correct the condition and press the 
START button on the card reader. 

CARD PUNCH 

Instead of outputting an error message when a punch error 
is first detected, the I/O handler ejects the bad card into 
the al ternate hopper on the card punch and attempts to re
punch the card x times (3 times for symbionts, 10 times for 
system DCBs, and a user-supplied number for special DCBs) 
before outputting the message 

! !CPndd ERROR 

on the OC device. This message indicates that the punch 
is malfunctioning. 

The operator might place a colored card in the hopper to 
indicate that a punched card is missing and respond to the 
Monitor with the I/O key-in. 

!CPndd,C 

The operator can return the cards in the al ternate hopper 
(the errored cards) to the user. 
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If a power failure or a feed check occurs the Monitor out-
puts the message ' 

! !CPndd INTlK 

To recover, the operator presses the RESET button on the 
card punch and types the key-in 

!CPndd,R 

In the event of a feed check, the operator clears the jam 
and types 

!CPndd,R 

If the hopper is empty, the stacker full, the chip box full, 
or if the device is in the manual mode, the Monitor outputs 
the message 

! !CPndd EMPTY 

The operator should correct the condition and press the 
START button on the card punch. 

LINE PRINTER 

Whenever a print error is detected, the I/O handler sup
presses the post-print upspace and attempts to reprint the 
line x times (usually 3) before outputting the message 

! ! lPndd ERROR 

The operator should respond to the Monitor with the I/O 
key-in 

!lPndd,C 

to obtain as much of the user's output as possible. If the 
I ine printer power is off, the Monitor outputs the message 

! lPndd INTLK 

on the OC device. 

The operator should press the RESTART button on the line 
printer and respond to the Monitor with the I/O key-in 

!lPndd,R 

If the I ine printer is out of paper, or if it is in the manual 
mode, the Monitor outputs the message 

! ! LPndd EMPTY 

The operator should correct the condition and press the 
START button on the line printer. 

PAPER TAPE 

If an error occurs during the reading or writing of paper 
tape, it is due to a power failure while operation was in 
progress. The Monitor outputs the message 

! !PRndd ERROR 

or 

! ! PPndd ERROR 
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The operator should respond with 

! PRndd,E 

or 

!PPndd,E 

If the power is off on the paper tape reader or punch, the 
Monitor outputs the message 

! ! PRndd INTlK 

or 

! ! PPndd INTlK 

The operator should restore power and type the key-in 

! PRndd,R 

or 

!PPndd,R 

If the paper tape reader or punch is in the manual mode the 
Monitor will output the message ' 

! ! PRndd EMPTY 

or 

! ! PPndd EMPTY 

Both conditions are detected in either operation (i. e., a 
read operation will report that the reader is empty for each 
record read if the punch is in the manual mode, or vice 
versa). 

The operator should ensure that the START buttons on the 
paper tape reader and punch are depressed. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

If a tape is not dialed to a requested unit or if one is dialed 
but does not have its window up, the Monitor wi II type the 
message 

! ! MT ndd BAD I/O 

The operator should dial in the appropriate unit (or close 
the unit's window) and type the key-in 

!MTndd,R 

If a unit is dialed to the correct address, but has neither 
the START nor READY I ights on (e. g., off-I ine manual re
wind) the Monitor wi" type the message 

! !MTndd INTlK 

The operator should ready the tape and type 

!MTndd,R 

If a unit is dialed to the correct unit but the START in
dicator is not illuminated, the Monitor will output the 
message 

! !MTndd EMPTY 



The operator should press the START button on the tape 
drive. 

All errors on magnetic tape are handled by the Monitor 
and/or reported to the user. The operator is not informed, 
and no operator action is required. 

MAGNETIC DISC (RAD) 

All errors on disc are handled by the Monitor and/or re
ported to the user. The operator is not informed, and no 
interaction is required. 

If the Monitor outputs the message 

! !DCndd INTLK 

on the OC devi ce, the operator should turn disc power on 
if it has been turned off or call customer service. In either 
event, he shou Id begin making plans for reloading the 
system. 

MONITOR MESSAGES TO THE OPERATOR 

Several of the messages that the Monitor outputs on the OC 
device are for purposes of information only and require no 
operator action. These are listed below. 

At the beginning of each job, the time, data, and system 
ID of the job are output followed by the JOB control com
mand. An example of this output is 

16:30 MAR7, '69 
! JOB ACCT, NAME, 1 

When an input symbiont encounters a JOB control command, 
it outputs the JOB control command and system ID (inserted 
between the name and priority) on the OC device. An ex
ample of this output is 

! !JOB ACT, NAME,0007,7*** 

If the user's program (or a processor) executes an illegal 
instruction or an unrecognizable CAL, the Monitor outputs 

! !ILLEGAL TRAP 

When a tape or disc error occurs the Monitor outputs 

! !I/O ERROR xx 

where 

xx specifies an error code 

When a job is aborted or a job step is errored, the Monitor 
outputs this information on the OC device. This message 
has the form 

! !JOB system id 

PROCESSOR lERROREDllAFTER loc 1 
ABORTED BY {USER } AFTER loc 

according to whether the job was errored or aborted 
whi Ie the Monitor, a processor, or the user's program 
was in execution. 
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APPENDIX A. INDEX OF KEY-INS 

Key-in Page Key-in Page 

!ABORT (X) 5 !SCRATCH 6 

!DATE (D) 2 !START (S) 2 

!DELETE 4 !SWITCH 4 

!DISPLAY 3 !SYST 4 

!ERROR (E) 4 !Syyndd 2 

!F 7 ! TIME (T) 2 

!MOUNT 6 !WAIT (W) 5 

!PRIORITY 4 !WRITELOG 4 

! REQUEST {~~~9T/MT} 6 !yyndd 7 
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APPENDIX B. INDEX OF MONITOR MESSAGES 

Message Page Message Page 

! !AVRERR 5 ! !MOUNT 6 

! ! CPndd EMPTY 8 ! !MTndd BAD I/o 8 

! !CPndd ERROR 7 ! !MTndd EMPTY 8 

! !CPndd INTLK 8 ! !MTndd INTLK 8 

! !CRndd EMPTY 7 ! !PPndd EMPTY 8 

! !CRndd ERROR 7 ! !PPndd ERROR 8 

! !CRndd INTLK 7 ! !PPndd INTLK 8 

disc address CORE BLK BAD 3 ! ! PRndd EMPTY 8 

disc address DISC BLK BAD 3 ! ! PRndd ERROR 8 

disc address SYMB BLK BAD 4 ! !PRndd INTLK 8 

! ! DCndd INTLK 9 ! !SCRATCH 6 

!!DISMOUNT 6 SYSTEM QUIESCENT 3 

***ENTER WAIT STATE*** 2,3 ! !Syyndd ACTIVE 4 

***EXIT WAIT STATE*** 2 ! ! Syyndd NOT ACTIVE 4 

!! ILLEGAL TRAP 9 ! !Syyndd NOT SUSPENDED 4 

! !I/O ERROR 9 ! !Syyndd SUSPENDED 3 

! !JOB (errored or aborted) 4,5 ! ! Syyndd TERMINATED 3 

! ! LPndd EMPTY 8 ! !Sname ACTIVE 4 

!! LPndd ERROR 8 !! Sname NOT ACTIVE 4 

! ! LPndd INTLK 8 ! !Sname NOT SUSPENDED 4 
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